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Chloroplasts play a central role in plant defence
andQ1 are targeted by pathogen effectors
Marta de Torres-Zabala1, George Littlejohn1, Siddharth Jayaraman1, David Studholme1, Trevor Bailey1,
Tracy Lawson2, Michael Tillich3, Dirk Licht3, Bettina Bšlter4, Laura Del! no4, William Truman5,
John Mans! eld6, Nicholas Smirnoff1 and Murray Grant1*

Microbe associated molecular pattern (MAMP) receptors in plants recognize MAMPs and activate basal defences;
however a complete understanding of the molecular and physiological mechanisms conferring immunity remains elusive.
Pathogens suppress active defence in plants through the combined action of effector proteins. Here we show that the
chloroplast is a key component of early immune responses. MAMP perception triggers the rapid, large-scale suppression
of nuclear encoded chloroplast-targeted genes (NECGs). Virulent Pseudomonas syringaeeffectors reprogramme NECG
expression in Arabidopsis, target the chloroplast and inhibit photosynthetic CO2 assimilation through disruption of
photosystem II. This activity prevents a chloroplastic reactive oxygen burst. These physiological changes precede bacterial
multiplication and coincide with pathogen-induced abscisic acid (ABA) accumulation. MAMP pretreatment protects
chloroplasts from effector manipulation, whereas application of ABA or the herbicide DCMU inhibits the MAMP-induced
chloroplastic reactive oxygen burst, and enhances growth of aP. syringae hrpAmutant that fails to secrete effectors.

1 Introduction
2In plants MAMP-triggered immunity (MTI) provides broad-
3 spectrum protection against a diverse range of potential patho-
4 gens. This is achieved through the deployment of a range of
5 surface exposed and cytosolic pattern recognition receptors to
6 detect the presence of potentially pathogenic microbes and activate
7 defence. Successful pathogens attenuate these sophisticated surveil-
8 lance systems and downstream defences through the collective
9 actions ofÔeffectorÕmolecules1,2. Understanding how the effectors

10 collaborate to cause disease will provide a framework allowing the
11 design of targeted intervention strategies through the rewiring of
12 defence networks to nullify pathogen virulence.
13 Knowledge of the downstream signalling networks targeted by
14 pathogens, and speci! cally, the physiological outcomes of these
15 responses, is limited. Chloroplasts play a central role in integrating
16 multiple environmental stimuli3 and accommodate many biosyn-
17 thetic pathways, including those for plant hormones. A common
18 strategy deployed by pathogens to hijack host immune signalling
19 is to alter the phytohormone balance. Chloroplasts also produce
20 reactive oxygen species (ROS) that are potentially damaging but
21 which also act as signalling molecules4 and may have a direct anti-
22 microbial role. Considering the importance of ROS and hormone
23 balance to plantÐpathogen interactions5,6, the chloroplast represents
24 a prime target for manipulation by pathogens.
25 Understanding the physiological processes targeted by effectors
26 is challenging, not least due to redundancy and cooperativity in
27 pathogen effector repertoires. The hemi-biotrophPseudomonas syr-
28 ingaepv. tomato strain DC3000 (DC3000) delivers! 28 type III
29 effector proteins (T3E) into plants via a type III secretion system
30 (T3SS)7. To understand the early events underlying DC3000 viru-
31 lence strategies we analysed high-resolution time course microarray
32 data from leaves challenged with DC3000 or the disarmedhrpA
33 mutant, which is unable to produce a functional T3SS.

34Results
35Focusing on the expression of nuclear encoded chloroplast genes
36(NECGs; Fig. 1a), our data con! rmed previously reported changes
37in the NECG transcriptome in response to syringe in! ltration of
38both the wild-type andhrp mutant bacteria8, consistent with a con-
39served plants response to MAMPs. Strikingly, within 2 hpi Q2of bac-
40terial challenge,! 10% of the 3,678 NECGs (comprising! 14% of
41the genome) were signi! cantly differentially (SD) induced, and
42between 15% and 20% SD suppressed (as determined using the
43Bioconductor package LIMMA9 using the BenjaminiÐHochberg
44false discovery rate correction and 0.05P value cut-off; for
45summary statistics see Supplementary Table 1). By 4 hpi, NECGs
46were strongly over-represented, accounting for! 30% of all SD sup-
47pressed genes. Notably, transcripts encoding photosynthesis-related
48processes were suppressed after DC3000 orhrpA challenges,
49whereas some transcripts involved in chorismate, tryptophan and
50JA biosynthesis were SD induced (Supplementary Fig. 1a).
51Consistent with the former! nding, challenge with the" agellin
52MAMP peptide," g22 (ref. 10), or the necrotrophBotrytis cinerea11

53also suppresses photosynthesis-related transcripts (Supplementary
54Fig. 1b). Yet, despite the over-representation of NECGs, clear differ-
55ences between bacterial challenges were evident 3 hpi (Fig. 1a,
56DC3000 vshrp) coinciding with the delivery of DC3000 effectors.
57The dynamics of SD-regulated NECGs relative to mock challenge
58are captured by representative scatter plots in Fig. 1b. In these plots
59red represents NECGs SD regulated between wild-type DC3000 and
60mock MgCl2 challenge, and blue NECGs SD regulated between
61hrpAmutant and mock. Note that red and blue denote SD-regulated
62NECGs in response tohrpA or wild-type challenge compared to
63mock but not in both. Green represents NECGs SD changing in
64both wild-type andhrpA challenge, compared with mock inocu-
65lation, thus representing MAMP response genes not modi! ed by
66effectors. To clarify, the differential expression observed represents:
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